
Food Ordering on Google:
Seamless Restaurant Experience 
Provided by MENU

With a large share of the 3.5 billion Google searches per day combined with an evident leap in digital food ordering, you 
might wonder if there is a better place to show off your restaurant brand & offering than on Google. MENU can connect 
your restaurants to the Google ordering platform to boost your online orders significantly and immediately. 

Google has made it easier for anyone searching for food at a specific restaurant to order directly from its properties 
such as Google Search, Google Maps, or voice orders via Google Assistant. This means that your customers are able to 
place orders directly within the Google landscape and you are able to manage them directly, without additional steps 
towards your website or a delivery marketplace. Without interruption in the ordering experience and additional 
delivery marketplace fees.

Place the “Order Online” button directly on your 
restaurant’s Google My Business page making it 
smooth and easy for customers to order

Manage your restaurant menu and profile on 
Google My Business page from the same backend 
system from where  you also manage your MENU 
direct channels – mobile, web and kiosk - and other 
external channels, e.g. delivery marketplaces

Receive Google Food orders directly into your POS 
system

Fulfill delivery orders with MENU’s automated
dispatching  solution using your own driver’s fleet 
and/or your preferred delivery service provider 
(DSPs)

How Food Ordering on Google works

Food Ordering on Google integrated with the MENU’s 
omnichannel ecosystem allows you to:

Get your customers’ online orders for delivery, takeout 
and order ahead directly from Google and fulfill them 
with an automated MENU Dispatch solution



Interested in more information on how you can benefit from Food Ordering
on Google supported by MENU?

Contact us now for a free demo 

Make your offering more prominent 
& ordering more convenient

With restaurants always wanting to be one step 
closer to their customers, Google has made it 
possible for you to increase your visibility and 
also simplify the ordering process for your 
existing customers. This channel allows 
customers to find you more easily among your 
competitors and order faster than before.

Expand your delivery channels
& boost your sales

In addition to the ordering with your own appli-
cation channels or costly delivery marketplaces, 
Google ordering runs as an additional delivery 
channel with transparent and lower pricing. 
This means you can save on high fees and 
reduce your dependency on delivery market-
places while increasing order volumes and 
generating more sales with Google.

Receive orders directly in your 
system for data accuracy

With the central management of your menu 
and seamless injection of the orders received 
from Google into your POS system, your order 
accuracy  increases. Furthermore, your restau-
rant gets all customer data and is in charge of 
direct engagement with the customers.

Automate dispatching for 
maximum efficiency

After your orders are smoothly received from 
Google you can further benefit from the MENU 
Dispatch solution by taking control of the entire 
process and provide your customers with your 
tasty food where and when they prefer. Once 
the order is ready for delivery, it is automatically 
assigned to your own drivers and/or the 
delivery service provider of your choice.

What are the benefits for your 
restaurant brand?

MENU is a trusted global provider for
some of the largest restaurant brands 


